
 

Estelle Wagner 

Professional Polo Player 

From a very early age on, Estelle developed a fascination for fast-moving sports and exciting 
adventures. At the age of seven she started cart racing, but quickly started engaging in classical 
horse riding. She discovered her passion for Polo at the age of fifteen and started playing in 
Luxembourg during the summers, while she practiced in Argentina during her winter holidays.  

At the age of sixteen she participated in her first international low goal tournaments, especially in 
Germany. Finally, for her eighteen’s birthday she moved to the Alwin Schockemöhle Gestüt in 
Mühlen (Germany) where she learned more about polo ponies as well as grooming. This is 
where she is based as a professional today, where she is regularly trained by the professional 
Patrick Maleitzke and from where she travels to take on new challenges at tournaments across 
Europe.  

Over the last two years, Estelle has taken part in numerous Polo tournaments, from Arena Polo to 
Grass Polo, just like Snow and Beach Polo. With different teams, she played Medium and High 
Goal tournaments, particularly in Germany. She was awarded the prize of the Best Player during 
several tournaments.  

The 2015 Season 

With as many as 22 tournaments on her agenda program over the course of 30 weekends, the 
2015 season was a busy one for Estelle, with Snow Polo in Kitzbühel, the Beach Polo Sellin, 
the City Polo in Maastricht, many tournaments in the arena and of course Polo on grass at all 
levels, i.e. Low Goal, Medium Goal and High Goal. 

The results of the 2015 season included: 

• five first places, 
• eight second places, 
• two third places, 
• the Best Player Award at the Maxima Cup (Netherlands) and especially 
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• the Prize for Best Player at the first German Championship Arena. 

Estelle took part in three tournaments of the highest level (High Goal), the : 

• Berenberg Polo Masters, 
• Bucherer High Goal Polo International and the 
• Berenberg High Goal Derby, 
• with teams including Miguel Amieva, Pedro Llorente or Patrick Maleitzke. 

The best result was obtained by a second place in the Berenberg Polo Masters. 

The best result was in Medium Goal: 1st place in the Sky Cup Aspern with Estelle Wagner / 
Yves Wagner / Patrick Maleitzke / Cristobal Durrieu. It is in this category of Medium Goal  
where many 2nd places were obtained by Estelle, Yves and Patrick, including the: 

• Youpooly Polo Challenge in Hamburg (with Pedro Llorente and Joaquim Copello), 
• Bucherer Cup in Berlin (with Miguel Amieva ) or the 
• Diamond Way Cup in Mühlen (with Pedro Llorente). 

In the Frankfurt Gold Cup, Team Land Rover with Estelle Wagner, Yves Wagner, Miguel 
Amieva and Juan Correa finish in third place, the same result as at the Hamburg Wanderpokal 
(with Sergio Magrini). 

Social Media 

Estelle can be found on Facebook, Twitter as well as LinkedIn. Her Facebook and Twitter are 
regularly updated, with news about her trainings, tournaments, trips, her love for horses and 
passion for the sport - reflecting her dedication and determination. All tournaments and the main 
results can be found on the website www.estellewagner.com. The professional Facebook page of 
Estelle counts close to 4,000 members, a number that is steadily increasing. 

Coverage, Marketing & Sponsoring 

During the year 2015, Estelle was entrusted with the role of ambassador for Roeckl gloves.  

Estelle is regularly subject of media coverage, both in Luxembourg and European-wide. 
Newspapers and local magazines like Femmes Magazine and Télécran have written extensive 
articles about Estelle, while the ‘Luxemburger Wort’ has published several interviews of which 
copies are available. Estelle has also featured in specialized Polo magazines like Polo+10, which 
widely report on tournaments in Germany hand elsewhere. 

Estelle currently looks for a main and permanent sponsorship.  


